You are visiting a website owned and operated by TEMA PROCESS B.V.

By using the Website you leave certain information behind. This could be personal data: data that could be traced back to you. We only keep and use the personal data that is submitted directly by you or for which is clear that it has been submitted for processing purposes.

The personal data processed by TEMA PROCESS B.V., if applicable, is subject to the TEMA PROCESS B.V. Privacy Statement. TEMA PROCESS B.V. processes your personal data as permitted by and in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations such as the Dutch Data Protection Act (“Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens”) and the General Data Protection Regulation (AVG) effective from 25 May 2018.

Security

TEMA PROCESS B.V. has taken technical and organisational security measures. All data that you provide us via the Website is transmitted using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology. TEMA PROCESS B.V. takes measures to continuously and carefully protect the data it collects against loss, unauthorized disclosure and unlawful processing. TEMA PROCESS B.V. constantly seeks to improve and update the measures applied. TEMA PROCESS B.V. has an internal procedure for handling data leaks.